
Priority Task Implementation Strategy (Mid/Long-term Strategy)

SK innovation has set a goal of supporting 100 startups in the environmental business by 2025 through 

successful implementation of the priority task. Starting with 20 startups selected through ‘EGG’ in 2021, 

we will continue to support 15-20 startups every year.

To this end, we are going to secure a pool of prospective startups by forming a long-term diverse 

partnership with government agencies and independent investors or SKI subsidiaries. We also plan 

to establish policies and effective performance management systems as part of the follow-up while 

implementing monitoring process.

Going forward, we will continue to develop projects to support cooperation between major subsidiaries 

and startups even after achieving the goal set by the priority task and develop new business models 

while improving the open innovation process.

'EGG' Project Structure

Strengthening Green Startup Partnerships

In order to solve environmental problems, such as climate change and plastic pollution, it is essential for private enterprises 

to take active role as well as making efforts at a governmental level. SK innovation has been operating a business to 

discover and support startups in the environmental sectors since 2019 as part of its social responsibilities because 

startups with distinct environmental solutions can help make transition to a green, low carbon society. Under this vision, 

we implemented the environmental social business contest1) and SV2 Impact Partnering2) in 2019, and launched the 

cooperation project ‘EGG’ organized by the Ministry of SMEs and Startups in 2021. ‘EGG’ is the first Green Alliance project 

in Korea where government agencies, conglomerates, and impact funds collaborate to discover and support startups in the 

environmental business. Based on the priority task entitled ‘Strengthening Green Startup Partnerships’, we are committed 

to forming various new alliances to discover and support domestic and overseas startups in the environmental business 

as well as long-term operation of ‘EGG’. The successful implementation of this plan is expected to lead to transformation 

of the economic structure with focus on innovative growth based on the environmental startup ecosystem, to overcome 

the 'death valley of startups' and to promote shared growth through scale-up support, and create jobs for young people, 

subsequently creating overall envrionemental, social and economic values.
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Alignment with 
UN SDGs

100
companies (cumulative) 

Nurturing 
green startups

Korea Institute 
of Startup & 
Entrepreneurship 
Development Impact Fund

SK innovation •Selecting and training startups

• Supporting for collaboration  
with SKI subsidiaries

•Investing if necessary

Providing financial 
support for 
commercialization with the 
startup package

• Reviewing 
investment and 

supporting 
commercialization

GREEN 

STARTUPS

1) Financial support for commercialization of startups in the environmental and social businesses
2) Impact investment of SKI innovation employees through crowdfunding for environmental and social ventures

‘EGG II’ (SK innovation's Green Venture Scale-up Program) inauguration ceremony and orientation

Goal for 2025
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Action Plans for 2022 

In 2022, SK innovation formed a long-term partnership with the Korea Institute of Startup & 

Entrepreneurship Development and launched the 'EGG II'. If 15 environmental startups are successfully 

supported through the project in 2022, the number of supported startups will reach 35 in 2022. 

Startups in the green and low carbon businesses such as EV batteries, recycling of waste plastic, new 

materials, and low carbon technologies applied to production facilities were selected for the EGG II. 

These startups will participate in various training seminars and open innovation sessions tailored to 

their business models for 10 months. In addition to the collaboration and investment performance 

achieved in 2021, we are committed to planning and undertaking collaboration projects between SKI 

subsidiaries and startups.

We are also diversifying our collaboration channels with startups by encouraging participation from 

our subsidiaries and independent alliances, such as the 'ESG Korea 2022 Program3)' while building a 

dedicated platform to enhance the partnership network.

Progress in 2021

In 2021, SK innovation selected 20 startups in the environmental business that can collaborate with 

its subsidiaries through the 'EGG I'. As part of the program, we organized special training and open 

innovation sessions for designing and implementing a collaboration model, held a dedicated demo day 

for attracting investment, and provided opportunities for participation in the venture capital networks. 

As a result, we matched 8 startups with 6 subsidiaries, and succeeded in attracting investment and 

M&A for 10 startups.

This achievement was introduced as Korea's first successful case of Green Alliance at the 1st Northeast 

Asia Summit held by the AVPN (Asian Venture Philanthropy Network) in January 2021 and served 

as the cornerstone for expanding our international ESG impact as it was invited to benchmarking 

programs from global companies including Petronas (Petronas, Petroliam Nasional Berhad), a Malaysian 

state-owned company.

Details of Collaboration between SKI Subsidiaries and Startups

Subsidiary Startup Projects

SKE

Softberry
• Collaborating on the development of solutions for EV charging service and 

enhancement of services
•Signed MOU in June 2021

JM.WAVE
• Developing an EV modification demonstration project for vehicle owners of 

LogiSquare, partner of SKE
•Sharing electric truck user data on the Muffin Truck App

SKL Eco-Life Packaging
• Producing ZIC lubricant green wing box samples and applying it to certain 

volume

SKIPC CNLD
• Developing a method of injecting waste tire pyrolysis oil into the 

petrochemical process and dealing with pyrolysis solid residues
•Signed MOU in March 2022

SKON Softberry
•Launching EV battery diagnostic test service
•Signed MOU in November 2021

SKIET Right Route
• Researching and developing of materials using waste secondary battery 

separator film samples provided by SKIET 
•MOU signed in July 2022

3) An ESG startup support program 
organized by SK Telecom and 

participated by a number of domestic 
companies and institutions

10 startups

20 startups

Attracted investment 
and M&A for

Identified startups 
through ‘EGG I’ Program 

‘EGG I’ demo day event

Progress in 2021
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Journey of Mobility, JM.WAVE ㅣ CEO Park Jeong-min  

At JM.WAVE, we are developing technologies for quickly and easily converting internal combustion engine 

vehicles into green electric vehicles. Based on the mobility structure design, which is a key to electric vehicles, 

we expect to be able to reduce carbon emissions and preventing environmental pollution caused by scrap 

vehicles by remodeling them for various purposes, from logistics trucks to airport operation vehicles. In 

2020, we collaborated for the first time with SK innovation and SK energy while promoting our electrification 

business model and in 2021, we were able to set up a growth 

strategy thanks to the customized growth package for environmental 

startups we received through ‘EGG’. We look forward to expanding 

our partnership with SK innovation in such areas as batteries, carbon 

credits, maintenance, and chargers with the goal of driving 

sustainable growth as a green tech company with the global 

infrastructure of big companies. 

JM.WAVE
CEO Park Jeong-min

Electric scooter manufacturing process

Right Route looking for new uses for the earth ㅣ CEO Shin Min-jung

Right Route is currently developing recycled materials from waste battery separator film through a recycled 

material brand called TEXNIC. We won the CES 2022 Innovation Award in the Wearable Device category in 

recognition of our patented battery separator film recycling technology. After being selected for our startup 

support program, 'EGG', and receiving samples of waste battery separator film from SK ie technology for about 

a year, we have researched and developed technologies for separator recycling. Through this collaboration, we 

were able to develop our own laminating technology and developed 

layered, high-performance recycled fibers produced by adhering 

waste battery separator film and other materials. Going forward, 

we aim to step up as a global leader in the waste battery separator 

film recycling technology and solve the problem of waste battery 

separator film to create social values.

Right Route
CEO Shin Min-jung

High-performance recycled fibers 
produced by adhering waste 
battery separator film and materials

Converting waste into sustainable recycling resources, CNLD ㅣ CEO Hwang Yong-kyung

CNLD manufactures green oil, carbon black, iron, and rubber by analyzing the life cycle of waste tires and 

developing technologies for crushing, pyrolysis, and materialization with the goal of solving problems of 

waste based on the waste tire recycling technology and creating environmental and social values by replacing 

petrochemical materials with recyclable ones. Thanks to the open innovation session from the SK innovation's 

‘EGG’ program,  we are collaborating with SK incheon petrochemical on the use of pyrolysis oil for recycling waste 

tires and disposal of pyrolysis residues. This collaboration will help us contribute to creating a waste recycling 

economy. Institutional supports or initial investments for startups in the environmental business that manufacture 

devices are limited. Through the participation in the ‘EGG’ program where government agencies, big corporations, 

and impact funds collaborate, we were able to overcome these challenges 

and secure a new growth engine for the future. Through continuous 

collaboration with SK innovation, we expect to find and leverage 

opportunities to realize our vision and grow into a leader in 

sustainable resource circulation.
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Comments from the Department in Charge

Recognizing the importance of creating a green ecosystem, SK innovation has been planning and implementing various types of businesses 

and projects since 2019. The environmental social biz project was designed to financing commercialization for startups whereas the SV2 Impact 

Partnering is a new attempt to allow our employees to invest in the startups through crowdfunding. This is considered as superior as the employees 

can experience impact investment and understand the importance of creating a sustainable ecosystem and apply it to their work process. Based 

on the know-how gained through these programs, we were able to develop 'EGG', an environmental startup support program with focus on 

collaboration between the government, big corporations, and impact funds in 2021 for the first time in Korea. 

SK innovation is committed to exploring opportunities for sustainable growth and contributing to the transition to a low carbon and green society 

by helping startups scale up through the ‘EGG’ program while supporting collaborative model design with our subsidiaries. We expect these efforts 

will discover more startups with solutions to environmental problems and accelerate their growth into Green Unicorns.

Executive Officer (e-mail): Kwon Young-su, ESG Development Officer (ys.kwon@sk.com)
Team Leader (e-mail): Cho Hwan-sung, PL in ESG Impact (ws.cho@sk.com)

CNLD
CEO Hwang Yong-kyung

'Green' carbon black product produced from waste tires

Interview with Startups from 2021 ‘EGG’
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SK innovation was invited to the 'Models of Corporate Social Impact: 'Being Intentional and 

Strategic' session at 'AVPN (Asia Venture Philanthropy Network) Global Conference 2022' 

held in Indonesia from Jun. 21 to 25, 2022, where the company discussed strategic ways 

for companies to create social impact through business models.

In the session in which SK innovation participated, director-level employees of the social 

impact-related departments of the European Venture Philanthropy Association (EVPA), 

Schneider Electronic, Microsoft Philanthropies, and the Trafigura Foundation participated 

as panelists to discuss the social impact business models promoted by different institutions 

and companies and their actual applications. 
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A Presentation at a Session of AVPN, Asia's Largest Network of Impact Investors and Social Innovators 

Asia Venture Philanthropy Network(AVPN)

AVPN is a network of impact investors and social innovation organizations in Asia 

that has been hosting the annual Global Conference, Asia's largest annual social 

impact conference, since 2013. 

‘The Asian Decade Vision’ as an official pre-event of the G20 Summit to be held in 

Indonesia in November this year. Some of the issues discussed at the AVPN Global 

Conference will be reflected on the agenda of the G20 Summit. 

The AVPN global conference was attended by About 1,100 people from various 

organizations including SK innovation, global companies, governments, impact 

investors, and NGOs, who discussed common tasks and new trends for achieving 

the SDGs by 2030.

In the session, SK innovation announced that it has been making effort to link social values 

with its business under the direction of SK Group's management philosophy, 'Sustainable 

growth and business innovation through solving social problems', by switching from the 

existing energy/chemical-oriented business structure to the low carbon and green portfolio.  

In addition, SK innovation emphasized that the company was transforming its identity from 

a ‘global energy/chemical company’ to a 'green energy and materials company', and that the 

company was creating social value through the production of green products and services 

according to the characteristics of each subsidiary.

In line with such efforts, SK innovation is expanding its green businesses to new areas 

such as separators and battery material recycling, using the battery business as a basis. 

Furthermore, the company highlighted the fact that it was making continuous efforts 

to improve facilities to reduce carbon emissions and make products eco-friendly in the 

existing energy/chemical business. SK innovation also emphasized the feasibility of linking 

social impact and business by taking the creation of a green venture ecosystem through 

the fostering of green ventures as a concrete example that illustrates the effort to establish 

a social carbon neutral system.

Feedback from Participants in the Session Joined by SK innovation

SK innovation is supporting social and green entrepreneurs to solve 

environmental and social issues, and is including stakeholders and employees 

in every steps of the actions. SK innovation is having a deep focus on the three 

dimensions of ESG and creating links between the company expertise and 

programs supported towards communities and partners.

I had of course heard – due to its size and importance in the 
international corporate world – about SK Group; however, to be honest, 

I had not heard about SK innovation before, at least not under that name.
Through the panel session, I have a better understanding on SK innovation’s 

efforts on pursuing social value. Mr. Cho’s comments during the workshop was 
very clear in this respect, and SKI’s approach is definitely a commendable one. And 
from Mr. Cho’s presentation, I did find that SK innovation’s work in that field made 

perfect sense. To me, it seems to be to me a very appropriate, efficient, 
and impactful one.

Diane Le Goff
Training & Entrepreneurship Global Leader

Vincent Faber
Executive Director 
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